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Introduction: Understanding how species are distributed in space and how they

interact with each other is central for scientific and conservation purposes.

Species’ distributions and interactions result from a complex interplay of local

trophic dynamics, dispersal processes, resource availability, and abiotic factors

governed by the landscape matrix, which also determines the spatial connectivity

for organisms’ dispersal and resource fluxes. River networks not only exhibit

universal spatial structures, but their dendritic landscape structure is tightly linked

to species and metacommunity processes therein.

Methods: Here, using a mechanistic model of spatially connected food webs

integrating both essential biological and hydrological aspects, we investigate how

food-web properties vary in space, and how these patterns are influenced by key

model parameters. We then contrast our predictions with a suite of null models,

where di�erent aspects (such as spatial structure or trophic interactions) of the

spatial food-web model are alternatively relaxed.

Results: We find that species richness is highest in areas where local nutrient

load is maximal (lowland headwaters, according to our default assumption).

Overall, species richness is positively associated with link density, modularity and

omnivory, and negatively related to connectance, nestedness, and niche overlap.

However, for metrics such as connectance and omnivory, stochasticity of trophic

interactions is a much stronger predictor than spatial variables such as distance

to outlet and drainage area. Remarkably, relationships between species richness

and food-web metrics do not generally hold in null models, and are hence

the outcome of coupled biological and physical (i.e., hydrological) processes

characteristic to river networks.

Discussion: Our model generates realistic patterns of species richness and food-

web properties, shows that no universal food-web patterns emerge as a result of

the riverine landscape structure, and paves the way for future applications aimed

at disentangling metacommunity dynamics in river networks.

KEYWORDS

stream network, freshwater food web, stream nutrient, niche model, meta-ecosystem,

meta-food web, generalized Lotka-Volterra, Optimal Channel Network

1. Introduction

Assessing spatial patterns of biodiversity has been a central theme of ecology. The
distributions of organisms of various species are driven by energy and material inputs,
medium fluxes, environmental disturbances, and species interactions (Loreau, 2010;
Paquette and Hargreaves, 2021) and exhibit characteristic spatial structures or gradients
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in association to the landscape inhabited. Understanding how
species (and collectively, biodiversity) are spatially distributed
can provide direct management implications, for example
identifying “hotspots” of biodiversity threatened by human
impacts (Reid, 1998). In ecological communities, species play
different roles interacting with the abiotic environment as well
as among themselves, perform various ecological processes,
and drive ecosystem functions (Hooper et al., 2005). To infer
the communities’ structural or functional integrity, we need to
consider aspects of communities that reflect their compositional
and functional characteristics, such as species’ various trophic roles
and the food webs they form (Thompson et al., 2012). The spatial
patterns of such characteristics can also indicate the key factors or
processes that shape ecological communities across a landscape
(Tylianakis and Morris, 2017; Pellissier et al., 2018).

River networks are ideal to study the relationship between
landscape structure and spatial ecological patterns. First, rivers
are highly spatially structured habitats, in which both patch
connectivity and gradients of abiotic factors are inherently
determined by the dendritic, fractal-like drainage structure
(Altermatt, 2013; Rinaldo et al., 2020; Carraro and Altermatt,
2022). Second, the key factors and processes that drive composition
of ecological communities within river networks have been
comparatively well-studied. For example, the physical attributes
(e.g., width and slope) of rivers, as well as the directional flows
of materials (e.g., nutrients) and organisms from upstream to
downstream reaches strongly influence the composition of local
stream communities (Brown et al., 2011; Schmera et al., 2018;
Jacquet et al., 2022). Moreover, the connectivity of rivers affects
species dispersal and their overall persistence across the whole
river network (Bertuzzo et al., 2015; Tonkin et al., 2018; Larsen
et al., 2021). Finally, by viewing the biome within a river network
as the ensemble of inter-connected communities, existing theories
(e.g., metacommunity theory; Leibold et al., 2004) and empirical
monitoring can be integrated to tackle the system’s dynamics.
This may provide a holistic perspective and efficient tool for
larger-scale river biodiversity management, including restoration,
conservation and invasive species control (Patrick et al., 2021).
For these scientific and application purposes, it is pivotal to
identify the spatial ecological patterns in river networks, and in
particular to disentangle the local and regional forces that shape
such patterns. Thereby, the use of mechanistic models combining
metacommunity and hydrological aspects is crucial, as it allows
both assessing the drivers of observed ecological patterns and
investigating scenarios of changes in riverine landscape features
(e.g., connectivity, nutrient dynamics; Jacquet et al., 2022).

While biological spatial patterns in rivers have been
individually studied, the focus has mostly lain on species
richness (Ward, 1998), organic matter budgets (Webster and
Meyer, 1997; Demars et al., 2015), or roughly defined functional
composition, such as in the seminal River Continuum Concept
(Vannote et al., 1980; Doretto et al., 2020). However, the entangled
structure of species interactions and the ensuing dynamics are
much less investigated. Constrained by the enormous effort needed
for measuring multiple taxa and their interactions, past empirical
research on stream food webs has usually been localized (i.e.,
conducted at one or a few sites that could not be representative

of the whole river network) and focused on a selected subset of
species within the stream communities (Power and Dietrich, 2002;
Romanuk et al., 2006). These works highlight the typical structures
of stream food webs and suggest potential key drivers shaping such
structures, yet remain a step shy of providing direct mechanistic
understanding due to their limited spatial coverage. Only recently,
with new datasets (e.g., meta-food webs; O’Connor et al., 2020;
Saravia et al., 2022) and methodologies (such as environmental
DNA; Taberlet et al., 2012; Deiner et al., 2016; Beng and Corlett,
2020) becoming available, research focus has been shifting toward
the composition of stream communities at the scale of the whole
river network (Altermatt et al., 2020; Carraro et al., 2022), and the
food-web structure therein (Blackman et al., 2022). In general,
these studies suggest a higher biodiversity in the downstream
direction, but such a trend may not be consistent across all
functional groups and river systems. Meanwhile, stream food webs
can have structural changes across space that not necessarily mirror
the changes in species richness. Such empirically detected patterns
indicate that species interaction structure also responds to spatial
ecological drivers in river networks. An integrated and systematic
investigation of the interplay between hydrological and ecological
dynamics in river networks is still lacking. Especially, it is not yet
understood how food-web structure of riverine communities is
shaped at local (individual sites) and regional (the whole river
network) scales by both abiotic and biotic drivers.

Here, we explore how key hydrological and ecological drivers
contribute to the formation of spatial biodiversity and food-
web patterns in river networks. We conduct an in-silico study,
integrating both hydrological and ecological modeling, to simulate
community dynamics under a number of different yet realistic
conditions. Our aim is threefold: first, we build amechanistic spatial
food-web (SFW) model allowing the assessment of spatial patterns
of food-web metrics; second, we test the influence of ecologically
critical parameters in shaping such patterns; third, we contrast our
SFWmodel with alternativemodels, thus investigating whether and
to which extent such patterns are universal, that is, solely driven by
the landscape structure and connectivity. We expect that: (i) with
certain, arguablymore realistic parameter combinations, ourmodel
can qualitatively reproduce commonly observed spatial ecological
patterns with respect to species richness and food-web structural
properties. (ii) The model can identify key parameters that drive
such spatial ecological patterns. (iii) Species richness, food-web
properties, and their relationships are driven by trophic and spatial
dynamics that are peculiar to riverine landscapes, and are thus not
generally observed when some biological or hydrological processes
are not accounted for in the model formulation.

2. Materials and methods

For our integrated investigation, realistic representations of
the river network, its hydrology, the occurring species and their
interactions are needed. The topology of river networks is best
reflected by Optimal Channel Networks (OCNs), which are
synthetic analogs of real river networks (Rinaldo et al., 2014;
Carraro et al., 2020). Using synthetic river networks as the
stage for ecological simulations allows the generation of multiple
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independent replicates (i.e., realizations) of ecological communities
and their dynamics (including uncertainty) with overall fixed
topological properties of a given river network. For species’ feeding
relationships, we adopt a regional meta-food web—i.e., defined
over the whole river network—following the nichemodel (Williams
and Martinez, 2000), which simulates species interaction structure
and the ensuing Lotka-Volterra dynamics at all local sites. These
local food webs are integrated to form a riverine metacommunity
system, where nutrients and species travel across sites following the
riverine connectivity. Such a system allows testing how changes in
the focal parameters translate to different spatial structural patterns
of riverine food webs. Specifically, we disentangle the influences
of five ecologically critical parameters, namely nutrient load,
nutrient distribution, nutrient uptake velocity, species dispersal
rate, and species dispersal downstream bias. All these parameters
are themselves influenced by rivers’ hydrology and could impact
species dynamics in riverine metacommunities.

In the following, we first detail the construction of the riverine
landscape used in our simulations. We then explain the equations
governing the SFW model and describe our assumptions with
respect to meta-food-web generation and spatial processes (i.e.,
species dispersal and nutrient dynamics). Next, we provide details
on simulation settings, choice of analyzed food-web metrics and
assessment of their resulting spatial patterns. We conclude by
presenting our sensitivity analysis and the null models against
which the SFW model is contrasted. A list of all symbols used in
the manuscript is provided in Supplementary Table 1.

2.1. River network model

Our riverine landscape is an OCN built via the R package
OCNet (Carraro et al., 2020) spanning a 400 × 400 lattice
(Figure 1C). We assume a pixel size of 100 m, hence the total
drainage area spanned by the river network is A = 1,600 km2. The
actual river network is extracted from the OCN drainage pattern
by imposing a threshold area of 5 km2 (Carraro and Altermatt,
2022). River reaches are identified as portions of the river network
between a source and a confluence, or consecutive confluences, but
not longer than 4 km (i.e., if the distance between two consecutive
confluences is longer than 4 km, the segment is partitioned into the
minimum number of equally long reaches such that their length be
< 4 km; Carraro et al., 2020). This results in M = 236 reaches of
mean length 2.3 km. We consider these reaches as nodes hosting
local food webs.

By using OCNet, we derive basic geomorphological features
of any reach k such as its length L(k), drainage area A(k) and
subcatchment areaA(k)

S [i.e., the extent of the portion of (terrestrial)
OCN landscape that directly drains into reach k]. Moreover, we
evaluate hydraulic variables [i.e., stream width b(k), depth d(k),
velocity v(k)] at any reach k by following the power-law scaling
relationships on drainage area of Leopold and Maddock (1953):

b(k) = b(o)

(

A(k)

A

)0.5

; d(k) = d(o)

(

A(k)

A

)0.4

;

v(k) = v(o)

(

A(k)

A

)0.1

,

where superscript (o) indicates hydraulic variables evaluated at the
outlet reach. We assume b(o) = 24 m, d(o) = 1 m, v(o) = 1.7 ms−1,
which are typical values for prealpine catchments (Leopold et al.,
1964; Schädler and Weingartner, 1992). Under the hypothesis of
rectangular reach cross sections, water dischargeQ(k) = b(k)d(k)v(k)

and water volume V(k) = b(k)d(k)L(k) are then calculated for any
reach k.

2.2. Spatial food-web model

Our SFW model is based on a meta-food web (see Section
2.2.1 and Figure 1A) made up of N unknowns (i.e., species
and nutrients), and a river network discretized into M reaches.
Specifically, we consider N − 1 living species and a single nutrient
compartment, which subsumes both organic detritus and inorganic
elements such as nitrogen and phosphorous. We indicate by X

(k)
i

[SI dimensions: L−3] the numerical density of species i at reach
k. The local food web at a node k (Figure 1B) is sustained by
nutrients whose density we indicate by X(k)

N [L−3]. We assume that
local consumer-resource interactions follow a generalized Lotka-
Volterra model, with ri [T−1] being the (negative) growth rate of
living species i (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1), and aij [L3T−1] the interaction
strength coefficient between species i and j (positive if i consumes j;
i, j = 1, . . . ,N). We model species’ dispersal as a diffusive process,
governed by a species-specific dispersal rate δi (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1),
which can be interpreted as the rate at which species i leaves a reach
because of dispersal. The flux of species i out of reach k, δiX

(k)
i , is

partitioned among the reaches l that are directly connected with k,
both upstream and downstream, according to weights p(lk)i .

As for nutrient dynamics, we consider a (reach-specific) fixed
nutrient flux φ(k) originating from subcatchment k. Nutrients are
consumed by some species within the food web; in analogy with
consumer-resource interactions within the food web, we assume
a type-I functional response with (negative) interaction strength
coefficients aNj, where j is a nutrient-feeder species (i.e., any species
feeding on detritus or uptaking inorganic elements, such as primary
producers). Aside from consumption by nutrient feeders, nutrients
are removed from a reach according to a rate vU/d(k), where
vU [LT−1] is an uptake velocity, which subsumes transformation
processes operated by microbial biofilm in the hyporheic zone (i.e.,
at the interface between stream water and pore water; Mulholland
et al., 2008; Basu et al., 2011; Roche et al., 2019). We assume that
nutrients are passively advected along the river network, i.e., they
travel downstream at the same velocity of water.We indicate asQ(k)

[L3T−1] and V(k) [L3] the water discharge and volume of reach k,
respectively; furthermore, we express riverine connectivity via an
adjacency matrix W with entries w(lk) = 1 if reach l drains into k

and null otherwise.
For a given reach k, the system of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) expressing food-web dynamics reads:

dX(k)
i

dt
= riX

(k)
i +

∑N
j=1 aijX

(k)
i X

(k)
j − δiX

(k)
i

+
∑M

l=1 p
(lk)
i

V(l)

V(k) δiX
(l)
i (i = 1, . . . ,N − 1) (1)

dX(k)
N

dt
= φ(k) −

vU
d(k)

X
(k)
N +

∑N
j=1 aNjX

(k)
N X

(k)
j
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FIGURE 1

Schematic representation of the spatial food-web (SFW) model. (A) Spatial food web: every river reach corresponds to a spatial node hosting a local

food web, which is derived from a regional meta-food web (B). Filled and open dots indicate local presence or absence of species at equilibrium,

respectively. Local food webs are connected by downstream transport of nutrients (green arrow) and bidirectional dispersal of species (pink and

brown arrows); the di�erences in arrows’ shape indicate that larger species (in brown) tend to travel longer distances and are less prone to

downstream-biased dispersal than smaller species (in pink). The box size scales with local available habitat (i.e., water volume). (B) Example of a

regional meta-food web. Arrows indicate consumption. Nutrients XN are indicated in green, while living species Xi are indicated in a gradient from

pink to brown, corresponding to their body mass (drawn from a log-normal distribution). Trophic interactions include the typical large-eat-small links

of the niche model (see Section 2.2.1), while cannibalism (circular arrow), mutual feeding (bidirectional arrow), and small-eat-large dynamics (arrows

pointing upwards) are allowed. (C) The OCN used for model simulations, showing the partitioning of the 236 river reaches into four groups:

high-elevation headwaters (“high-head”); mid-positioned reaches (“mid”); lowland headwaters (“low-head”); large downstream reaches (“down”).

Values of drainage area and distance to outlet for all reaches are shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

−
Q(k)

V(k)X
(k)
N +

∑M
l=1 w

(lk) Q(l)

V(k)X
(l)
N . (2)

System Equations (1, 2) can be generalized to the whole river
network and written in matrix form as follows:

dX

dt
= 8 + L ◦ X+DX+

(

AX
)

◦ X (3)

where the operator ◦ represents the Hadamard (element-wise)
product;

X =

[

X
(1)
1 , . . . ,X(1)

N−1,X
(1)
N , . . . ,X(M)

1 , . . . ,X(M)
N−1,X

(M)
N

]

is a vector of NM state variables; 8 =
[

0, . . . , 0,φ(1), . . . , 0, . . . , 0,φ(M)
]

is a vector of known input
terms;

L =

[

r1 − δ1, . . . , rN−1 − δN−1,−
vU

d(1)
−

Q(1)

V(1)
, . . . ,

r1 − δ1, . . . , rN−1 − δN−1,−
vU

d(M)
−

Q(M)

V(M)

]

is a vector of loss terms; D is a NM-by-NM dispersal matrix, in
which the entry corresponding to the effect of species i in reach

l on species i in reach k is d(k−1)N+i,(l−1)N+i = p
(lk)
i δiV

(l)/V(k);
the effect of nutrients in reach l to nutrients in reach k is
dkN,lN = w(lk)Q(l)/V(k); A is a NM-by-NM species interaction
matrix, defined as a block diagonal matrix:

A =









A 0 . . .

...
. . .

0 A









where A is a N-by-N matrix with entries aij.

2.2.1. Food-web characteristics and
parameterization

To assign trophic interactions among species, we adopt a meta-
food web approach. Ourmeta-food webs are derived from the niche
model of Williams and Martinez (2000), which mimics trait-driven
trophic relationships that are similar to those observed in aquatic
systems (Liem, 1990; Shurin et al., 2006). A meta-food web is an
integration of all realized trophic interactions among species within
a target region. By assuming that consumer species have respective
fixed ability to feed on certain resources (as the niche model does),
the locally realized trophic relationships can be derived by mapping
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species’ local co-occurrence to the links in the meta-food web (Ho
et al., 2022). Meta-food webs are identified by an array of N species
and the correspondingN-by-N diet matrix B, with entries bij = 1 if
species i is consumed by species j, and null otherwise. Specifically,
we draw body mass values m (expressed in kg) for N − 1 living
species by following a log-normal distribution with parameters
µ = log 10−2 and σ = log 10 (i.e., with median equal to 0.01 kg
and mode equal to 5 · 10−5 kg, which are reasonable values for
freshwater species, see e.g., Hirt et al., 2017). Each species’ diet is
derived by assuming a theoretical connectance C = 0.1 (typical
range for freshwater food webs is roughly 0.05–0.3; Schmid-Araya
and Schmid, 2000; Ho et al., 2019). Diets’ radii are drawn from
a beta distribution with parameters α = 200C, β = 100 (1 −

2C), while diets’ centers are drawn from a uniform distribution
bound between half the diet radius and the species’ body mass m.
Cannibalism and mutual feeding are allowed. Species that have
no prey (other than possibly themselves) are labeled as nutrient
feeders. We further assume that each meta-food web should have
a minimum number of nutrient feeders equal to 0.05N: if a given
meta-food web has a lower number of species without prey, species
with lowest m among those with preys are additionally assumed
to feed on nutrients, until the minimal number of nutrient feeders
is satisfied. Finally, we assume a constant nutrient particles’ mass
mN = 2 · 10−5 kg; such value was chosen so as to be plausible
with respect to the aforementioned body mass distribution, and
at the same time with high probability to be the lowest in a
random draw of body masses (70.9% probability when N = 100).
The assumptions on minimum number of nutrient feeders and
nutrient particles’ mass allow avoiding degenerate food webs, in
which an insufficient number of nutrient feeders or extremely small
nutrient particles would not allow sustaining species at the higher
trophic levels.

Metabolic and trophic interaction parameters are assigned by
following Pawar et al. (2012) and Ho et al. (2021) as functions
of species’ body masses, representing the scaling rules driven by
metabolic theory (Brown et al., 2004). In particular, growth rates
are defined as ri = −4.15 · 10−8m−0.25

i (s−1); interaction strength
coefficients between a resource R and a consumer C are defined as

aRC = −2.72 ·m0.63
C m0.42

R (m3s−1), (4)

i.e., by assuming a three-dimensional grazing behavior (Pawar et al.,
2012; Ho et al., 2021). Preliminary simulations based on alternative
feeding behaviors (Pawar et al., 2012) did not show any substantial
effects in the resulting food-web patterns. As in Ho et al. (2021), the
positive effect of a resource on a consumer is expressed as aCR =

0.5|aRC|mR/mC . If two species i, j are not involved in a consumer-
resource relationship, then aij = aji = 0. Interaction coefficient
values between nutrients and nutrient feeders are also calculated as
in Equation (4). Species’ intraspecific interactions coefficients aii are
also assumed to depend on body mass as aii = −m0.5

i (m3s−1) (Ho
et al., 2021).

2.2.2. Dispersal processes
In analogy with food-web parameters, we assume that dispersal

rates δi also scale as a power law of body mass mi: δi = δmz
i ,

where δ is a baseline dispersal rate. The sign of the exponent

z could in principle be either positive or negative, indicating
higher dispersal propensity for species with higher or lower body
mass, respectively (Anderson and Fahimipour, 2021). Formodeling
simplicity, we adopted z = 0.36, which was the estimated exponent
for the relationship between maximum velocity and body mass
in swimming individuals of small body size realistic in riverine
systems (Hirt et al., 2017).

Dispersal weights p(lk)i are derived after Carraro et al. (2018)
with the following rules: first, organisms can move both upstream
and downstream to neighboring reaches. In headwater and outlet
reaches, where an upstream and downstream connection is
missing, respectively, organisms supposed to move toward the
missing destination remain in the origin reach. Second, organisms’
propensity to downstream movement pD,i is assumed to depend
on body size: pD,i = 0.5

[

1+ exp
(

kDmi

)]

, where kD is a
(negative) downstream bias coefficient. This relationship implies
that no species have higher propensity to move upstream than
downstream, while the tendency to move upstream is positively
dependent on body mass: organisms with mi → 0 have pD,i ≈

1 (i.e., they can only move downstream), while for very large
organisms it is pD,i ≈ 0.5 (i.e., they can move in both directions
indifferently). The larger (i.e., closer to zero) the downstream
bias coefficient kD, the higher the downstream propensity pD,i is.
Third, if multiple upstream connections are available from reach
l, organisms moving upstream are partitioned in proportion to
the cross-sectional areas of the upstream reaches. For a pair of
connected reaches k, l it is then:

p
(lk)
i =

{

pD,i if w(lk) = 1

(1− pD,i)b(k)d(k)/
∑M

m=1 w
(ml)b(m)d(m) if w(kl) = 1

Note that the ratio of water volumes V(l)/V(k) appearing in
the terms of D related to the species is necessary because the
state variables contained in X are defined as densities (see also
Jacquet et al., 2022). Such formulation of dispersal accounts for
both passive and active modes, the latter being expressed as a
diffusive process, which is justified for the analysis of large-scale
processes in swimming organisms (Carraro et al., 2018). As such,
our formulation encompasses the main dispersal modes of most
freshwater organisms within a wide range of body sizes (Radinger
andWolter, 2014; Schmidt-Kloiber and Hering, 2015; Tonkin et al.,
2018).

2.2.3. Nutrient dynamics
We express the nutrient input term as φ(k) = k

(k)
N A

(k)
S /V(k)

[L−3T−1], where k(k)N [L−2T−1] is a local nutrient production factor
(number of nutrient particles released in water per unit area and
unit time), which can depend on the reach’s position within the
river network. Specifically, we set k(k)N = kNLU

(k), where kN is
the average nutrient load across the river network, and LU(k) a
reach-specific non-dimensional coefficient. φ(k) also depends on
subcatchment area A

(k)
S (i.e., the larger the portion of terrain

drained by a reach, the higher the local nutrient input) and water
volume V(k).

We assume that nutrient removal from the water column
occurs at a spatially constant uptake velocity vU (Basu et al., 2011;
Yang et al., 2021). The reach-specific nutrient removal rate is then
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vU/d(k), i.e., it decreases downstream, where water depth is larger.
In the case of nitrogen, it is known that denitrifying bacteria
have an important role in removing organic nitrogen compounds
from the water column, and that removal rates generally depend
on the in-stream nitrogen concentration (Mulholland et al., 2008;
Helton et al., 2018). However, given the conceptual nature of our
simulation exercise and for the sake of simplicity, we here discard
non-linear effects in the uptake process.

2.2.4. Simulation details
We generate meta-food webs by imposing N = 100, a value

large enough to virtually encompass most trophically distinguished
riverine species, while at the same time ensure computational
feasibility. In order to account for uncertainties in both body size
values and trophic interactions, we generate 10 random arrays of
body sizes from the aforementioned distribution, and for each of
these arrays we generate 10 different diet matrices, hence resulting
in 100 different meta-food webs.

We derive equilibrium densities for the SFW model by
simulating the ODE system Equation (3) via function ode23 in
MATLAB. Simulations are initialized by attributing a density of
10−4 m−3 to all state variables (i.e., local species and nutrient
densities). Because we are interested in observing the subsets of
surviving species at the equilibrium state, and given that state
variables in an ODE system are positive by construction, we impose
a threshold density of 5 · 10−7 m−3 below which we set state
variables to 0. Simulations are stopped as soon as the following
condition is met:

max
i

(

|xi(t)− xi(t − 10)|

xi(t)

)

< 5 · 10−3

where xi(t) is the generic component of the state variables vector X
evaluated at time t (expressed in days).

2.3. Food-web metrics and assessment of
spatial patterns

We study how food-web properties emerging from the
equilibrium state of the SFW model Equation (3) vary across
the river network. We first assess the local species richness as
the number of surviving species at a reach and the relative local
diet matrix (subset of the meta-food web diet matrix for the
locally present species). From the local diet matrix, we compute
the following structural food-web metrics: link density (ratio
between number of links and species richness), connectance
(proportion of realized-to-potential links in a web, which is the
ratio between link density and species richness), modularity (via
function multilevel.community of igraph R package;
Csardi and Nepusz, 2006), nestedness (via function unodf of
UNODF R package; Cantor et al., 2017), niche overlap (Horn’s index
from the resources’ perspective, via function networklevel of
bipartite R package; Dormann et al., 2009), and omnivory
(standard deviation of every consumer’s diets’ trophic levels,
averaged across all consumers). Specifically, nestedness reflects
the level that the specialists’ diets are subsets of generalists’ diets

in a web, and modularity reflects the level at which interactions
are characterized into modules (i.e., frequently within but rarely
between). The chosen metrics are among the most general and
widely investigated for the study of food-web structural properties,
ranging from some purely providing a holistic view of network
structure (e.g., connectance) to some implying its ecological
relevance (e.g., niche overlap; Thébault and Fontaine, 2010; Neff
et al., 2021; Blackman et al., 2022; Ho et al., 2022).

To assess how the emerging species richness and food-web
metrics vary across the river network, we partition the M =

236 reaches into four sub-groups, based on the median values of
distance to outlet and drainage area. We hence identify groups of
high-elevation headwaters (“high-head”); mid-positioned (“mid”)
reaches; lowland headwaters (“low-head”); and large, downstream
reaches (“down”). The partitioning of reaches into these four
groups is shown in Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure 1. Beside
a direct comparison of metric values among the groups, we also
fit linear models using distance to outlet and (log-transformed)
drainage area as predictors, and food-web metrics as response
variables, which allows us to assess the direction and relevance of
effects of these two continuous predictors. Note that both drainage
area (or Strahler stream order, a categorical variable related to it;
Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 2001) and distance to outlet have
been used as variables identifying an upstream-to-downstream
gradient in the literature (Muneepeerakul et al., 2008; Altermatt,
2013; Besemer et al., 2013; Jacquet et al., 2022). While these two
predictors are monotonically related in a single river stem, this
is no longer true when a river network perspective is adopted
(Supplementary Figure 1). In particular, drainage area is a proxy
of river cross-section and water discharge (Leopold and Maddock,
1953), and as such is associated to habitat availability and influence
of upstream portions of the river network, while distance to outlet is
correlated with elevation, and hence related to local abiotic factors
(e.g., surrounding land use types and temperature).

2.4. Sensitivity analysis

Our sensitivity analysis aims to understand whether the
generated spatial patterns of species richness and food-web
properties are robust to parameter variation, such that river
landscape structure itself may determine the metacommunity and
food-web properties; if this were not the case, the emerging spatial
patterns of species richness and/or food-web structure would be
driven by certain hydrological or biological process(es).

Specifically, we investigate the effect of five free parameters
on spatial characteristics of the food web: the mean nutrient load
across the river network kN , the reach-specific nutrient load quota
LU(k), the uptake velocity vU , the baseline dispersal rate δ, and the
downstream bias kD. We firstly define a default parameter set, in
which kN = 0.1 m−2 day−1, vU = 10−5 ms−1, δ = 10−7 s−1, kD =

−10; as for LU(k), we adopt a downstream-skewed distribution
of nutrient loads, where LU(k) is positively related to proximity
to the river outlet (Mineau et al., 2015). This implies that flatter
subcatchments, located close to the outlet, have a larger fraction of
land covered by highly nutrient-producing agricultural and urban
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areas. Specifically, we assume the functional form

LU(k) = LU0

(

1− 0.99
d
(k)
O

maxk′ d
(k′)
O

)

i.e., LU(k) decreases linearly with increasing along-
stream distance from the outlet d

(k)
O , while LU0 =

A/
∑

k A
(k)
S

(

1− 0.99d(k)O /maxk′ d
(k′)
O

)

is a normalization factor

ensuring that

∑

k

k
(k)
N A

(k)
S = kNA. (5)

Whenever possible, default parameter values are chosen in
agreement with empirical observations (e.g., see observed values
of vU in Mulholland et al., 2008). Alternatively, we resorted to
plausible assumptions: the default value for δ implies a dispersal
time scale of about 100 days for individuals of mass 1 kg (suggestive
of seasonal spawning migration of fish; Carraro et al., 2018); the
default kD is such that the propensity to downstream movement
pD,i can assume the full range of possible values [0.5; 1] for body
masses following our hypothesized log-normal distribution (in
particular, the probabilities to pick a species with pD,i ≤ 0.51 and
pD,i > 0.99 are 5.6 and 24.4%, respectively).

We then assess the sensitivity of our results to changes in
these parameter values by altering one parameter at a time with
respect to the default parameter set. Alternative parameter values
are chosen as kN = [0.01; 1] m−2 day−1; δ = [10−8; 10−6] s−1;
kD = [−104; −10−2]; vU = [10−6; 10−4] ms−1, which identify a
“low” and “high” level for each of these parameters. As for LU(k),
we test an alternative uniform distribution of nutrient loads, in
which LU(k) does not depend on k; and a random distribution,
with values of LU(k) following a uniform distribution. In both cases,
normalization is operated to ensure that Equation (5) is respected.
Note that, as our comparisons are entirely based on simulations,
we refrain from performing statistical tests, and rather describe
similarities and differences of the models’ outputs in a qualitative
way (White et al., 2014).

2.5. Comparison with null models

To assess the contribution of trophic and spatial processes in
shaping the spatial food-web patterns emerging from the default
SFW model, we disentangle effects from other potential sources
of food-web variation. Specifically, we contrast the simulation
outcome of our SFW model with a series of null models. For
the same rationale as the above, we here only report qualitative
comparison outcomes with null models.

2.5.1. Unique water body (“UWB”) model
To contrast the spatially explicit river network with a spatially

implicit scenario, we consider a well-mixed unique water body
having the same water volume (i.e., total available habitat) as the
total water volume of the river network. The nutrient load into
the water body is equal to the total nutrient load to the river
network (= kNA), while the water discharge flowing out of the

water body is the same as in the most downstream reach of the river
network. For each meta-food web, we run the corresponding UWB
system (see equations and details in the Supplementary material)
and compute food-web metrics from the set of surviving species
and the related diet matrix (a subset of the meta-food web). We
then compute differences between the at-a-reach values of species
richness and food-web metrics for the spatial food web with the
corresponding value from the unique water body model. We finally
investigate how such differences in food-web metrics vary as a
function of analogous differences in species richness. Therefore, the
UWB model keeps basic hydrological settings as in the SFW, but
disregards its spatial structure and processes.

2.5.2. Reshu	ed meta-food web (“RMW”) model
For each meta-food web and reach we observe the equilibrium

local species richness n for the SFW model, and we pick a random
subset of n species from the meta-food web. We build the local
diet matrix as the corresponding subset of the meta-food web diet
matrix, and compute the related food-web metrics. We repeat this
procedure 100 times and derive the mean of the food-web metrics
across the 100 replicates (one value per reach and meta-food web).
In other words, the RMW model keeps (presumably biologically
sensible) interactions of the meta-food web and the site-by-site
species richness, but randomizes the local composition of species.
Different patterns between SFW and RMW would indicate that
species identity matters: driven by the spatial processes and food-
web dynamics, only certain species can retain at certain locations,
and this shapes the overall spatial food-web patterns observed
with SFW.

2.5.3. Fully random (“RND”) model
For each meta-food web and reach we observe the local species

richness n and number of links nL for the SFW model. We then
generate a local n-by-n diet matrix with (quasi-)random allocation
of nL links, with the constraints that there be exactly one basal
resource, and at least one species feeding on the basal resource
(excluding the basal resource itself). We repeat this procedure 100
times and derive the mean of the food-web metrics across the 100
replicates (one value per reach and meta-food web). The RND
model consists in a further randomization of the RMW model. It
generates patterns that are purely driven by local species richness
and number of links, but embeds no other biological realities. Note
that connectance and link density for the RND model are equal to
those for the SFW model by construction, hence the comparison is
here restricted to the four other food-web metrics.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial patterns of species richness and
food-web metrics

For the default SFW model simulation, we observe highest
species richness in the lowland (“low-head”) headwaters, followed
by the main downstream reaches (“down”), the high-elevation
(“high-head”) headwaters and the mid-positioned (“mid”) reaches
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FIGURE 2

Spatial distribution of species richness and six food-web metrics obtained from default SFW model simulations.

(Figure 2). The spatial patterns of food-web metrics are generally
related to those of species richness: in particular, link density,
modularity and, to a lesser extent, omnivory are positively
related to species richness, while connectance, nestedness, and
niche overlap are negatively related (Figure 2). Regardless of the
spatial group, values of connectance are close to the expected
value 0.1 imposed to the meta-food web (see Section 2). The
niche overlap metric shows the largest variability across river
reaches and meta-food-web realization (coefficient of variation
CV = 0.430; Table 1), followed by nestedness (CV =

0.418), while connectance and modularity are the least variable
food-web metrics (CV < 0.23). The specific meta-food-web
realization explains the largest fraction of variance (Table 1) for
all investigated metrics (totalling up to 72.9% for omnivory).
Distance to outlet is the second most relevant predictor in terms
of variance explained for species richness and niche overlap,
and explains a larger fraction of variance than drainage area
for all metrics (Table 1). In the case of omnivory, the fraction
of variance explained by continuous spatial predictors (i.e.,
distance to outlet and drainage area) is as small as 5.9 and
1.6%, respectively.

The directions of trends of continuous spatial predictors are
not equally consistent across food-web metrics and depend on
the specific meta-food-web realization, particularly for the trend
of drainage area (Figure 3). A negative trend of both distance to
outlet and drainage area is observed across more than 95% of the
meta-food webs for species richness and link density, and a positive
trend across more than 95% of the meta-food webs is observed only
with respect to distance to outlet for niche overlap. Conversely, the
other metrics’ directions vary depending on the meta-food webs.
Specifically, a positive effect of continuous spatial predictors on
connectance and nestedness is observed for <95% of the meta-
food webs, with markedly lower values for the drainage area trend;
analogously, the negative effect of distance to outlet and drainage

TABLE 1 Coe�cient of variation (CV) in species richness and food-web

metrics for the default SFWmodel and related fractions of variance

explained by meta-food-web realization f, distance to outlet d(k)
O
, and

(log-scaled) drainage area logA(k).

Metric CV
Fraction of variance explained

f (%) d
(k)
O (%) logA(k) (%) Residual (%)

Species richness 0.358 54.7 25.7 9.0 10.6

Connectance 0.227 66.9 8.6 2.7 21.8

Link density 0.282 57.9 20.9 6.8 14.4

Modularity 0.210 66.4 6.9 2.7 24.1

Nestedness 0.418 48.9 9.2 3.3 38.6

Niche overlap 0.430 37.4 21.1 5.4 36.1

Omnivory 0.254 72.9 5.9 1.6 19.7

Fractions of variance are derived according to a type-III ANOVA.

area on modularity and omnivory is observed in <95% of the
meta-food webs.

3.2. Sensitivity analysis

Total nutrient load is positively associated with species richness
(Figure 4A). When nutrient load into the river network is high,
spatial differences in species richness diminish; an analogous
trend can be observed, although to a lesser extent, when nutrient
load is low. Similarly, nutrient distribution patterns that are
not downstream-skewed do not result in downstream-richer
communities: conversely, a flat nutrient distribution yields a
pattern of decreasing species richness in the downstream direction
(Figure 4B), with both low and high headwaters being characterized
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Direction of trends of distance to outlet and drainage area on species richness and food-web metrics (default SFW model). Linear models with both

distance to outlet and (log-transformed) drainage area as predictors are fitted separately for each meta-food-web realization. Gray horizontal lines

are drawn at values of 5 and 95%.

by the highest local species richness. If nutrient loads are randomly
distributed, the downstream decreasing pattern of species richness
is preserved, although with higher variability than for a flat nutrient
distribution. Both the flat and random nutrient distribution
scenarios yield consistently higher mean species richness than for
the default downstream-oriented nutrient distribution (Figure 4B).
Overall, nutrient uptake velocity is negatively related to species
richness (Figure 4C). However, the decrease in local species
richness in response to increased uptake velocity is stronger in the
downstream reaches than in the high elevation headwaters, such
that this latter group has higher richness than the downstream
one, which was not the case in the default simulation. Decreasing
the dispersal rate by 10-fold does not substantially modify any
of the spatial patterns of species richness observed in the default
simulation (Figure 4D). However, when dispersal rate is increased
by 10-fold, species richness generally decreases for all spatial
groups of the river network. This decrease is more pronounced
in the groups with higher species richness (lowland headwaters
and downstream reaches), so that the general effect of increased
dispersal rate appears to be a homogenization of species richness
across the river network. Finally, we do not observe any major
change in spatial species richness patterns in response to changes
in downstream bias (Figure 4E).

Effects of nutrient load, nutrient distribution, uptake velocity
and dispersal rate on connectance are generally reversed to species
richness (Figure 5), that is, parameter values that increase species
richness in a given spatial group decrease such food-web metric
in the same group. However, the magnitude of variation in
connectance in response to parameter variation is lower than it
is the case for species richness. Higher connectance with respect
to the default simulation is observed whenever species richness is
decreased: this occurs, for instance, when total nutrient load is low,
uptake velocity is high, or dispersal rate is high (Figure 5). Results of
the sensitivity analysis for the other food-web metrics are presented
in Supplementary Figures 2–6. Overall, the trend of increasing link

density, modularity, and omnivory, and decreasing nestedness and
niche overlap with increasing species richness observed in Figure 2
is maintained.

3.3. Comparison with null models

3.3.1. UWB model
Local communities in the SFW model contain always less

species than in the respective UWB model (as differences in
species richness are always negative in Figure 6). Differences in link
density between the SFW and UWB models appear to be linearly
related to changes in species richness, with the local communities
most depleted in species (i.e., high-elevation headwaters and mid-
positioned reaches) that have the lowest link density as compared
to the UWB model, while the decrease in link density for lowland
headwaters is the smallest observed among the four spatial groups.
Conversely, differences in the other food-web metrics show non-
linear trends with respect to changes in species richness between the
SFW and UWB models: in general, species-depleted communities
(i.e., high-elevation headwaters and mid-positioned reaches) in
the SFW model are associated with higher food-web connectance,
lower modularity, higher nestedness, higher niche overlap, and
lower omnivory than UWB. An exception are species-rich lowland
headwaters, where differences in food-web metrics appear mostly
unrelated to differences in species richness, with distributions of
values that largely overlap zero.

3.3.2. RMW model
Food-web metrics for the RMW model generally differ with

respect to the SFW model, both in terms of absolute values
and of spatial patterns (Figure 7). For most food-web metrics
(in particular, connectance, modularity, nestedness, and niche
overlap), the species-richest lowland headwaters are the sites where
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the differences between RMW and SFW values are the smallest;
however, this is not the case for omnivory, where it is the species-
depleted high-elevation headwaters and mid-positioned reaches
that have values closest to the SFW ones.

Overall, local communities in the SFW model exhibit higher
values of connectance, link density, nestedness, and niche overlap
than in the RMW model, while an opposite trend is observed
for modularity and omnivory (Figure 7). Interestingly, for most
food-web metrics the RMW model shows spatial trends that are
reversed with respect to the SFWmodel: for instance, connectance,
nestedness, and niche overlap in the RMW model are lowest in
species-richest communities (i.e., lowland headwaters), as opposed
to the SFWmodel, in which these communities have highest values

of thesemetrics. Furthermore, the positive trend ofmodularity with
species richness is reversed in the RMW model (i.e., modularity
is lowest in species-rich lowland headwaters in the RMW model).
Finally, differences in link density and omnivory between the
two models are relatively minor, although spatial variability (e.g.,
compare high- vs. low-elevation headwaters) is slightly enhanced
in the RMWmodel.

3.3.3. RND model
Values of nestedness and niche overlap in the SFW model are

much higher than in the RND model, while the reverse is true
for omnivory (Figure 7). Values of modularity in the RND model
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are similar to the SFW model, but spatial variations are much
milder. Moreover, the spatial pattern of modularity in the RND
model is reversed with respect to the SFW model. In contrast,
spatial patterns of nestedness and niche overlap in the RND model
follow those of the SFW model (i.e., lowest food-web metric values
in species-richest lowland headwaters), although with much more
dampened spatial variations. As for omnivory, the spatial pattern of
increasing metric with increasing species richness is preserved for
both models.

4. Discussion

We present a spatial food-web (SFW) model that
mechanistically integrates the underpinning landscape structure,
hydrological connectivity, and species trophic interactions to
predict metacommunity and local food-web structure across
realistic synthetic river networks. Our SFW model with default
parameter settings predicts higher species richness at lowland
headwaters and downstream reaches than high-elevation
headwaters and mid-positioned reaches, and both distance to
outlet and drainage area are negative predictors of this spatial
pattern. Notably, this pattern of downstream increasing species
richness is generally consistent with well-supported understanding
of stream biodiversity (Vannote et al., 1980; Oberdoff et al., 1995;
Ward, 1998; Muneepeerakul et al., 2008; Carrara et al., 2012;
Altermatt, 2013) as well as empirical data covering individual
river networks (e.g., Blackman et al., 2022), indicating that our
model captures the determining mechanisms that shape species
richness in a riverine metacommunity. At a finer perspective, our

model predicts higher species richness in headwaters (“high-head”
and “low-head”) over respective downstream reaches (“mid”
and “down”). Such an upstream-rich pattern—contradicting
with the above classical understanding—is known from various
empirical systems (Besemer et al., 2013), especially in the context
of perturbations (Harvey et al., 2018). Thus, this finer-scale pattern
in our model may help reconcile the contradiction: both patterns
can be found within a river network depending on the spatial
scale looked at. Of course, our model is based on simple synthetic
species, thus represents a general prediction but does not explain
taxon-specific spatial richness patterns driven by specific biology
(e.g., fish vs. bacteria; Carraro et al., 2022).

Our sensitivity analysis identifies key drivers of predicted
spatial patterns. Specifically, it shows that species richness is
strongly, positively driven by nutrient availability. With low
and high nutrient loads, local communities support, respectively,
low and high richness, but interestingly in both cases spatial
variations are attenuated. Such a homogenization may reflect that
communities are close to their minimal/maximal possible size at
the dynamical equilibrium, which is constrained by our niche
model setting. Thus, spatial gradients of species richness, if driven
by local incompatibility of species due to nutrient limitation,
should be more prominent in river networks with intermediate
nutrient loads. Furthermore, flat and random nutrient distributions
generate overall higher species richness with an upstream-
rich pattern, as opposed to the downstream-skewed nutrient
distribution case. This is due to the comparatively higher nutrient
load at upstream locations in the flat and random scenarios. Hence,
a downstream-skewed nutrient distribution is theoretically sub-
optimal for the overall richness in river networks: substantial
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downstream nutrient will quickly exit the system without being
used by organisms. This is echoed by local communities in the
SFW model always containing only a subset of species relative to
the respective UWB model, because the total nutrient outflux in
the latter is smaller: indeed, in both models, the water discharge
exiting the system is set to be the same, but the nutrient
concentration (and hence the output flux, which is the product
between concentration and discharge) is much higher in the UWB
model, due to the assumption of complete mixing within the water
body volume. We set downstream-skewed nutrient distribution as
the default, reflecting realistic scenarios of downstream-increased
land use (Mineau et al., 2015). The interaction between local
(nutrient input from terrestrial regions) and spatial (cumulative
effects of hyporheic uptake subtracting nutrients as they travel
downstream) processes on nutrient dynamics results in highest
species richness observed in lowland headwaters, where local
nutrient load is high and nutrient concentration is not diluted
by nutrient-depleted (due to hyporheic uptake) water coming
from upstream.

As for structural properties among local food webs, the SFW
model predicts spatial patterns of link density, modularity, and
omnivory to be positively associated with species richness, while
the opposite is true for connectance, nestedness, and niche overlap.
In other words, food webs at distal (i.e., high-elevation headwaters
and mid-positioned) reaches tend to be composed of a smaller
number of species that are relatively broad-feeders that overlap
more in diets than those at proximal (lowland headwaters and
downstream) reaches, while the latter are characterized by species
forming differentiated dietary modules. Distance to outlet appears
to be a superior spatial predictor of these food-web patterns,
indicating that the spatially varying species composition is driven
more by local processes (i.e., local terrestrial nutrient input)
than by basin level processes (nutrient spatial dynamics and
species dispersal). Local processes drive the spatial differences
among reaches, whose effects on food-web structure can be seen
in our sensitivity and null-model analyses: in comparison to
the spatially lumped system hypothesized in the UWB model,
nodes in the SFW model sustain fewer species due to limited
nutrient available, and at more species-depleted nodes it is the
more connected and nested food webs that prevail. Analogously,
with high species dispersal rate, not only all spatial patterns are
dampened (pointing toward a homogenization as expected by
general metacommunity concepts; Meutter et al., 2007; Gross
et al., 2020), but local food webs across the river network tend
to become smaller in size and, again, more connected and
nested (Figures 4, 5, Supplementary Figures 2–5). Therefore, spatial
differences may provide niches for various species to persist at
the river network scale; nonetheless, when nutrients are locally
limited, or when species dispersal is so effective that the spatial
differences among nodes become negligible, it is the dietary
generalists that are favored to persist. Interestingly, however, the
structure of food webs predicted by SFW at lowland headwaters is
responsive to increased dispersal rate yet unresponsive to species
richness deviation from UWB. This indicates a potential mediating
interaction effect of distance to outlet and drainage area, whose
underpinning mechanism remains to be explored. Among all
metrics, omnivory exhibits the most modest spatial patterns and

is largely determined by the specific meta-food-web realization.
While this index may be intrinsically less responsive as the value
is averaged across all species in a food web, this pattern is also in
agreement with the empirical understanding that dietary specialists
are rare in freshwater communities (Shurin et al., 2006; Ho et al.,
2022), and consumers are mostly omnivores feeding from multiple
trophic levels.

Comparing the SFW model with the RMW and RND null
models, their divergent spatial food-web structural predictions
imply that both biologically sensible trophic relationships (links
embedded in the meta-food webs and dynamics modeled by the
generalized Lotka-Volterra model) and spatial processes (other
parameters included in our Equation 3) are important for
determining “who is where.” It is not just the different species
richness across nodes, but the interplay of trophic interactions,
resource exchange and species dispersal that shapes riverine
metacommunities and the properties of food webs therein.
Intriguingly, regarding food-web patterns among spatial groups,
the SFWmodel exhibits qualitatively reversed connectance patterns
with respect to the RMW model, and modularity patterns with
respect to both the RMW and RND models; moreover, the RMW
model shows reversed nestedness and niche overlap patterns as
opposed to the SFW and RND models. Together, this implies
that the observed nestedness and niche overlap patterns in the
SFW model are partly shaped by the spatial patterns of species
richness, but may be more largely influenced by connectance;
meanwhile, the observed modularity pattern is particularly shaped
by the SFW metacommunity dynamics. Since species richness is
not the sole driver of food-web structure, and we indeed observe
that some food-web properties are more dependent on the specific
meta-food-web realization than on continuous spatial predictors
(distance to outlet and drainage area), it is plausible that different
river systems with similar trends of downstream-increasing species
richness would show different trends in food-web properties (or
even the same river in different seasons—see Blackman et al.,
2022).

Despite its complexity, our SFW model necessarily contains
several simplifications for the sake of manageable simulations.
For example, we only model the predator-prey kind of trophic
interaction yet ignore other types of biological or biochemical
interactions that may also influence species’ local existence (Kéfi
et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2012). We assume a fixed nutrient uptake
velocity per unit water column, while it could be nutrient-load
dependent (Mulholland et al., 2008). Also, we do not include
species-specific responses to abiotic factors (see Thompson et al.,
2020), nor habitat heterogeneity, which could modulate predation
risk in certain areas of the river network (Mikheev et al., 2010).
Furthermore, even for the factors that we consider, real-world
dynamics can be more complicated than what is represented
in our model: for example, excess nutrient load can lead to
eutrophication, and algal blooms can deplete oxygen concentration
in the water column and be detrimental for fish and other
organisms (Le Moal et al., 2019), but this is beyond our model’s
scope. Our study is thus to be seen as a mechanism exploration
and an extendable framework that lays a solid mathematically
foundation and provides null hypotheses for future work. For
instance, a possible expansion could investigate the effect of
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elevation (which can be assumed as proportional to temperature)
as a key abiotic factor, and bio-energetic constraints of each species
(Brown et al., 2004) could be incorporated to determine their
respective fitness in population dynamics. Additionally, the use of
ecosystem network analysis tools and weighted food webs (Bersier
et al., 2002; Kones et al., 2009; Borrett and Lau, 2014) would allow
the assessment of quantitative food-webmetrics and hence a deeper
understanding of the ecological patterns. Our SFW model is thus
a useful tool promoting the examination of a broad spectrum of
aspects of metacommunity dynamics in rivers.

In conclusion, our mechanistic spatial food-web model can
generate realistic spatial patterns of species richness and food-web
structural properties in a river network given realistic parameters.
Since most of the key parameters chosen appear to be influential
in our sensitivity analysis, we identify no universal spatial patterns
in river networks solely driven by the landscape structure.
Instead, we reveal respective influences of the hydrological and
biological processes that contribute to these patterns. Our study
highlights the importance of considering river networks in their
entirety, not only as a sequence of sites following a gradient
of a single explanatory variable (e.g., stream order or drainage
area). Physical constraints and ensuing land-use heterogeneity
(i.e., larger incidence of agricultural surfaces in lowlands) lead to
differences in community composition between high- and low-
elevation headwaters. Thus, it is important to consider such double
dimension of river networks (i.e., drainage area and distance
to outlet, Supplementary Figure 1), and future research should
particularly focus on the role of lowland headwaters given our
simulation outcome: if they are indeed pools of species, they should
be adequately protected.
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